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Date: 8th March 2017  Time & Location 13:00 – 14:00 – ReMCoWG - Belfast 

Chair:  David Walshe - ReMCoDS 

Attendees: Name Location 

 Alice Mooney ReMCoDS 

Seán mac an Bhaird, Elaine Gallagher CER 

John Bracken, Aileen Greaves, Theresa O’Neill  ESBN 

Nirav Vyas, David Kemp Gemserv 

Gemma McHale, Joan-Edel Smith, Andrew McHugh NIE Networks 

Sean Doolin Electric Ireland 

Kevin Sheridan, Krystle Chapman Energia 

William Steele, Imelda McCoy Power NI 

Siobhan Melvin  SSE Airtricity 

John Paul McFeely, Kevin O’Kane  Budget Energy 

John O’Dea Eirgrid 

Jessica Gregory Prepaypower 

Stevie Donnelly, Gillian Kinsella BGE 

Apologies:  

Version 
Number 

1.0 

Status Draft 

 

Agenda: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

3.  Actions from Previous ReMCoWG 

4.  Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

6.  CER SMART Metering Update 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 

 

1 – Introduction 

 

D Walshe enquired if everyone was happy to sign off and approve the last Working Group Minutes. 
 
Approved. All Agreed. 
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2 - ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

 
D Walshe presented the ReMCoSG Meeting Update. 
 
Refer to slide for details. 
 
There has been 1 ReMCoSG Meeting held since the last ReMCoWG Meeting that was held on 2nd March 
2017 which was rescheduled from 22nd February 2017. As the ReMCoSG Minutes have yet to be 
circulated, no ReMCoSG summary was given. The ReMCoSG update will be given at the next 
ReMCoWG in May. 
 
Next ReMCoSG Meeting is on 24th May 2017. 
 

3. Actions – Previous ReMCoWG 

 
D Walshe provided the Action Items Update. 
 

1 Action was closed since the last ReMCoWG Meeting. 
 
1 Action was carried Forward into this Meeting. 
 

Action Items 

 147 Supplier EMMA Training Workshop – ESBN/NIE Networks to provide an update. 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 The TIBCO Technical Workshop took place on 28th February 2017. 

 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 Action deemed closed. 
 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      ESBN/NIE 

Networks 

Status: deemed Closed  Due Date:  08.03.2017 

4. Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

 
3 new Actions were logged at this meeting. 

 148 ESBN/NIE Networks Retail Program Presentation – Suppliers to provide comments/feedback 
on the details outlined in the Presentation.  

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See section 5 ESBN/NIE Networks update for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: Suppliers Status: New Action Due Date:  03.05.2017 

 149 CER SMART Metering Update - CER to circulate SMART Metering update.  

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See section 6 CER SMART Metering update for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: CER Status: New Action Due Date:  03.05.2017 
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 150 SECURE Meters DR Test –  NIE Networks to circulate via ReMCoDS Secure Meters Test 
details.  Suppliers to provide contact details to CDA or ReMCoDS . 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See section AOB for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: NIE 

Networks/Suppliers 

Status: New Action Due Date:  03.05.2017 
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5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

 

J Bracken provided the ESBN/NIE Networks update.   

 

Retail Program 
 
J Bracken presented slides on the Retail Program Plan. 
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
J Bracken reported that ESBN/NIE Networks have undertaken a lot of work on this over the past year and 
outlined a slide showing the timeline of what has happened to-date since the March 2016 TIBCO Re-plan.  
 
He further outlined a slide detailing the Retail Program Plan and key dates going forward. He reported that 
the original plan was for I-SEM delivery in 2017 and MCR delivery in 2018 and that this plan includes the I-
SEM Go-Live extension from the end of 2018 to Q1/2019.  
 
He outlined the details and delivery dates for the following:  
 

 SAP IS-U Upgrade  

 I-SEM 

 Meter Reading Replacement System (MVRS)  

 QH Remote Modem Pilots  

 Eircodes Interim Non Schema Solution 

 Non Schema Items 

 MCRs (Schema) Items 

 SMART Enablers 

 Business as Usual 
 
J Bracken reported that Business as Usual is his number one concern and that his priority to is to “keep the 
show on the road”. This has to take priority over a lot of other enhancements.  
 
Suppliers asked the following questions:  
 

 S Melvin enquired as to when the Go-Live for the Non Schema & Schema Releases will take place 
and asked if the Schema Release date of 2019 will be the last Schema Release before the SMART 
Metering freeze. 

 J Gregory enquired if Eircodes in GAS or Electricity will not be delivered until Q1/2019.  

 S Donnelly asked if MCR 1175 (Provide MP Business Reference for reading) is a Schema or Non 
Schema Release. 

 
J Bracken reported that the Go-Live for the Non-Schema is October 2017 with the Easter Weekend in 2019 
for the Schema Release.  The Schema Release date of 2019 will be the last Schema Release before the 
freeze and confirmed that Eircodes will not be delivered until Q1/2019. 
 
A Greaves reported that MCR 1175 is Non-Schema but is more compatible to go with a Schema Release. 
 
S Doolin asked if what was outlined is a big bang approach and questioned whether it would be possible to 
break this out into sections of deliverables. 
 
J Bracken replied that it is a big bang approach. He added that the original plan had an I-SEM delivery of 
2017 with MCRs following in 2018. This revised Plan is a number of weeks longer but does accommodate 
the changing I-SEM timeline, it addresses the big IT System upgrades that are required and also 
accommodates more MCRs than in the original plan.  
 
S Donnelly asked if the MVRS Project will impact on MPs.  
 
J Bracken replied that this is an internal ESBN Project that involves the replacement of the Meter Readers 
Handheld Devices and Systems and will not impact Suppliers. 
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S Melvin asked how the MCRs outlined in the Presentation correlate with what MPs prioritised. She added 
that with regard to the two Non-Schema MCRs presented, MPs had prioritised three different MCRs then 
outlined in the Plan i.e. the Market Webservice MCR, The Cooling Off MCR and the New Registrations 
MCR. These MCRs were Supplier’s top three preferences and none have been included in the ESBN plan 
for delivery.  
 
J Bracken replied that the MCRs put forward in the plan are the best balance of resources available and 
that some of the MCRs preferred by Suppliers are very big in terms of delivery.   
 
S Melvin questioned the point in MPs prioritising MCRs if that was the case. 
 
J Bracken reported that the Schema MCRs outlined are very close to what MPs prioritised. In terms of the 
window that is available, ESBN/NIE Networks have to decide if only one or several items can be delivered 
and are trying to balance as many different priorities/stakeholders/requirements in that window. 
 
S Melvin asked if there is going to be a Non-Schema Release in 2018. 
 
J Bracken replied that this is the plan for the next two years and there won’t be a Non-Schema Release in 
2018. 
 
J Gregory added that the Cooling Off MCR is a non-technical change and more of a documentation change. 
It could be delivered as part of an MMR by RMDS. The New Registration MCR would however involve a 
huge technical change.  
 
S Donnelly added that the New Registration MCR was recently highlighted by the CER in a review of 
competition as being a key item in helping competition in the Retail Market. Despite this, it won’t be 
delivered in 2019. 
 
S mac an Bhaird reported that he cannot respond directly to comments on this topic as the CER sits merely 
as an observer at this Forum. However, he thinks it’s important to acknowledge the process around the 
decision on the plan outlined. Suppliers prioritised MCRs, fed these back to ESBN/NIE Networks who in 
turn came up with what they consider to be the best balance. This plan, plus comments from Suppliers, will 
be briefed to the ReMCoSG who shall in turn make an ultimate decision on the matter. As he sits on the 
ReMCoSG, he doesn’t want to pre-empt anything. 
 
S Melvin added that SSE Airtricity got its Business Managers to undertake a prioritisation exercise twice 
and that it’s, and other Supplier’s feedback, is not being taken into account. The two Non-Schema MCRs 
outlined in the slides were ranked 4th and 8th by Suppliers. There were only 8 MCRs included in the 
prioritisation exercise and ESBN/NIE Networks are planning to deliver the MCR which was ranked 8th by 
Suppliers and that nobody really wanted. 
 
S mac an Bhaird reported that ESBN/NIE Networks will provide their rationale for not including Supplier’s 
MCR choices when they present this Plan to the ReMCoSG.  
 
S Melvin added that the next ReMCoSG is not until May 2017. She doesn’t see the point of Suppliers 
prioritising MCRs and wasting people’s time which is what Suppliers have done.  
 
S mac an Bhaird reported that it would be appropriate for the Supplier Representatives at this Forum to 
raise these concerns at the ReMCoSG.  
 
W Steele added that it is his understanding from being at the ReMCoSG Meeting on 2nd March 2017 that 
the CER will be engaging with ESBN and NIE Networks not only on this plan but also the code freeze that 
follows this plan.  There are plenty of issues to be engaged on between CER, UR, ESBN and NIE 
Networks. It would be his expectation that there would possibly be another ReMCoSG Meeting before the 
one in May 2017. He believes that this Retail Plan is not going to be particularly helpful with regard to the 
discussions taking place around de-harmonisation and is only going to reinforce the views expressed. 
 
S mac an Bhaird agreed that there were discussions at the ReMCoSG in relation to de-harmonisation and 
also the duration of the Schema Freeze.  
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J Bracken reported that the Market Webservice MCR which was ranked as 1st by Suppliers, originally came 
up in 2011. This would involve a huge piece of work in order to change the Extranet and if was included in 
the plan it would be to the detriment of other items such as I-SEM which could not be delivered. 
 
S Doolin reported that it’s hard not to disagree with where J Bracken coming from and likened the situation 
to a pipe that is too narrow at the moment. The Market requires more changes to go through that pipe more 
frequently and that something needs to be done to expand the pipe to allow more of the Market’s 
requirements to be pushed through. The prioritisation exercise has been undertaken a number of times and 
he has seen a number of items that have been reprioritised go back to the end of the queue. It strikes him 
that some alternative, creative thinking is required to buy a new engine, a bigger or different engine for 
example. The Market is stagnant. Suppliers are in the business of being creative and innovate in terms of 
what they want to undertake and that the Market is being stymied at the moment. It is going to reach a crisis 
point sooner rather than later if some solution is not found. He speculated that in a year’s time the dates 
outlined in the plan will have gone out further into the future again.  
 
S Melvin agreed with S Doolin and added that she raised an Action at the ReMCoSG as suggested by 
Suppliers for ESBN and NIE Networks come back with alternatives to this Plan. 
 
S mac an Bhaird reported that with regard to the discussions at the ReMCoSG, they were well articulated 
by the Supplier Reps and shall be included in the ReMCoSG Minutes. With regard to the Plan outlined, the 
process needs to be followed and Suppliers need to provide feedback and/or comments on the proposed 
plan by ESBN/NIE Networks. Then the suite of documentation will be given to the ReMCoSG showing the 
different perspectives and the issues that have arisen. When the ReMCoSG is fully informed it can make a 
decision on what the next steps are. 
 
S Donnelly added that it was very clear from the prioritisation exercise what Supplier’s priorities were and 
that they’ve been now been whitewashed. 
 
J Gregory reported that the Webservice MCR was put on hold in 2011 because of the size of it of the work 
involved. If this is still an important MCR that the Retail Market wants then maybe it should be brought back 
to the table for review. The original intention was to have either a Schema or Non-Schema Release every 
year to keep the Market moving and the systems up to date but it’s generally every two years/three years. 
Maybe the Market should take a step back and look at the way it is evolving and say that possibly it is not fit 
for purpose or there is better way, whether technology or not, to allow the Retail Market to evolve quicker 
and to have a more agile turnaround for changes. 
 
G McHale added that ESBN/NIE Networks have tried to include as many MCRs as possible and that there 
are more MCRs in this plan than in the original one.  
 
W Steele added that Suppliers are concerned that there is not going to be another release until Q1/2019 
and it is not known when there will be another release after that that date. This is creating even more 
anxiety for Suppliers as they don’t know when their priorities will be delivered. 
 
G McHale requested that an action be opened for Suppliers to comments and feedback on the Presentation 
as outlined by ESBN/NIE Networks.  
 
A new action was logged: 
 
Action 148: ESBN/NIE Networks Retail Program Presentation – Suppliers to provide 
comments/feedback on the details outlined in the Presentation. 
 
 

TIBCO Outages 
 
J Bracken outlined a slide on the Unplanned Outages 2016 - 2017. 
 
Refer to slide for full details.  
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6.  CER Smart Metering Update 

 
S mac an Bhaird provided the CER SMART Metering update.  
 
 

 The CER will publish an Information Note on CER’s updated call for Evidence Scope & Validation in the 
coming week. The CER has undertaken work based on the call for Evidence and update data from 
Suppliers on whether it still make sense to keep those options for de-scoping or not. The Information 
Note will cover CER’s decision on this. 

 

 The CER is currently impact accessing the overall Project Plan in light of the fact that the procurement 
didn’t go out in January 2017 but will now go out by July 2017 as indicated by ESBN/NIE Networks. 
The CER will report back to the relevant Supplier Forums and the KRG on 14th March 2017. 

 
S mac an Bhaird took an action to circulate the SMART Metering Update. 
 
Action 149: CER SMART Metering Update. CER to circulate the SMART Metering update via RMDS. 
 
 

 

 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

 
D Walshe provided the Market Design Update. 
 
 
DR1171 – Technical Contact Details 
  
Refer to Slide for details. 
 
This DR was discussed at the IGG Meeting. 
 
DR1181- Classified as ROI Specific  
 
 
 
DR1187 – Solution to Introduce Eircodes using A2 Correspondence Address 
  
Refer to Slide for details. 
 
This DR was discussed at the IGG Meeting. 
 
DR1187- Classified as ROI Specific 
 
 
 
2016 ReMCoDS Customer Satisfaction Survey 
 
Refer to Slide for full details.  
 
This Survey shall issue on or before Friday 31st March 2017 with a return date of 4 weeks later. 
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8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 
1 AOB item was recorded.  
 
SECURE Meters Disaster Recovery Test 
 
G McHale raised this matter. 
 
G McHale advised that the Secure Meter DR Test will begin week commencing 15th May 2017 and will 
involve all Retail Service Suppliers in both ROI and NI. SECURE will move all their active links to the DR 
service so that systems will switch across. Suppliers have already received notification in relation to this 
matter. She urged Suppliers to check if there are any issues internally that have arisen and to send 
contact details to CDA or ReMCoDS. Failure to engage in this is a significant risk as during this DR Test 
Suppliers who fail to engage will be unable to provide a service to Keypad Customers. The main server 
will cease to accept traffic so Suppliers must provide an IP Address to SECURE.  
 
This DR test was originally scheduled for Q4/2016 but was delayed due to the lack of Supplier 
engagement.  
 
G McHale agreed to take an action to send out the SECURE Meter DR Test contact details to Suppliers 
via ReMCoDS. 
 
Action 150: SECURE Meters DR Test – NIE Networks to circulate via ReMCoDS Secure Meters Test 
details.  Suppliers to provide contact details to CDA or ReMCoDS. 
 
S Doolin asked if it is a Full Scale All Ireland test and enquired if NIE Networks are co-ordinating the Test 
for the entire Market. 
 
G McHale replied that it is a Full Scale All Ireland test and that NIE Networks and ESBN will be involved 
but ultimately it will be SECURE who is driving this actual switch. 
 
J Bracken reported that ESBN’s Contact on this is Theresa Williamson. He affirmed that this is a critical 
piece of work that Suppliers need to partake in. 
 
 
Next ReMCoWG:  
  

 3rd May 2017 – Dublin.  
 
 

  


